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Article 32
Freedom of Transit

1. Goods (including baggage), and also vessels and other means of transport,
shall be deemed to be in transit across the territory of a Member, when the

passage across such territory with or without trans-shipment, warehousing,
breaking bulk, or change in the mode of transport, is only a portion of a

complete Journey beginning and terminating beyond the frontier of the Member

across whose territory the traffic passes. Traffic of this nature is termed
in this Article "traffic in transit".

2. There shall be freedom of transit through each Member country via the

routes most convenient for International transit for traffic in transit to or

from other Member countries. No distinction shall be made which is based on
the flag of vessels, the place of origin, departure, entry, exit or destination.
or on any circumstances relating to the ownership of goods, of vessels or of
other means of transport.
3. Any Member may require that traffic in transit through its territory be
entered at the proper customs house, but, except in cases of failure to comply
with applicable customs laws and regulations, such traffic coming from or

Going to other Member countries shall not be subject to any unnecessary delays
or restrictions and shall be exempt from customs duties and from all transit
duties or other charges imposed in respect of transit, except charges

commensurate with administrative expenses entailed by transit or with the
Cost of services rendered.

4 .. All charges and regulations imposed by Members on traffic in transit to

or from other Member countries shall be reasonable, having regard to the

conditions of the traffic.

5. With respect to all charges, regulations and formalities in connection

with transit, each Member shall accord to traffic in transit to or from any
other Member country treatment no less favourable than the treatment accorded

to traffic in transit to or from any third country.
/6. Each Member
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6. Each Member shall accord toduproctis whcvh hae been in transit through
any other Member country treatment no less favourable than that which would

have baeen ccorded to such products had they been transported from their
place of origin to their destination without going through soch cther Member

country. Any Member shall, however, be free to maintain its requirements
of direct consign ent.existing on the day of the signature of this Charter,
in respect of any goods in regaod tq which suchediroct consigment is a

requisite condition of eligibility for entry of the goods at preferential
rates of duty or has relation to the Member's prescribed method of valuation
for duty purposes.

7. The provisions of this Article shall aot Apply to the operation of

aircraft in transit, but shall apply to air transit of goods (including
baggage).
8. The Organization may undertakuditL.Aes, make recommendations and promote
international agreement relating to the simplification of customs regulations
concerning traffic in transit, the equitable use of facilities required for
such transit and other measures designed to promote the objectives of this
Article. Members shcll oo-operate with each other directly and through the

Organization to this end.

.P~hTaIV . . . _ ,S_
INlRPM OTE- - ,;-

Paragraph 1 ,

The assembly of vehicles and mobile machinery arriving in a knocked-down
condition oathe disassembly (or disassembly and subsequent reassembly) of

bulky articles shall not be held to render the passage of such goods outside
the scope of "traffic in transit", it being understood that any such operation

iaundertaken solely for convenience of transport.
Paragraphs 3, 4 and 5

The word charges1 s used in the English text of paragraphs 3f and 5
shall not be deemed to include transportation charges.
Paragraph 8

.

If as a result of negotiations for special facilities caried out in
accordance with paragraph 8 with a country which has no direct access to the
sea, a Member grants more ample facilities than those already provided for,
in other paragraphs of this Article, such special facilities may be limited
to the land-looed country concernedunless the Organization finds, on the

complaint of any other Memb.r, tktt the withholding of the special facilities.
from the complaining Member contravenes the.most-favoured-nation provisions
of the Charter. p io

/Article 33
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Article 33

Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Duties

1. The Members recognize that dumping, by which products of one country
are introduced into the commerce of another country at less than the normal
value of the products, is to be condemned if it causes or threatens material

injury to an established industry in a Member country or materially retards
the establishment of a domestic industry. For the purposes of this Article,
a product is to be considered as being introduced into the commerce of an

importing country at less than its normal value if the price of the product
exported from one country to another

(a) is less than the comparable price, in the ordinary course of

trade. for the like product when destined for consumption in the
exporting country, or,
(b) in the absence of such domestic price, is less than either

(i) the highest comparable price for the like product for
export to any third country in the ordinary course of
trade, or

(ii) the cost of production of the product in the country of
origin plus a reasonable addition for selling cost and

Due allowance shall be made in each case for differences in conditions
and terms of sale, for differences in taxation, and for other differences
affecting price comparability.
2. In order to offset or prevent dumping, a Member may levy on any dumped
product an anti-dumping duty not greater in amount than the margin of dumping
in respect of such product. For the purposes of this Article, the margin of
dumping is the price difference determined in accordance with the provisions
of paragraph 1 of this Article.

3. No countervailing duty shall be levied on any product of any Member.
country imported into another Member country in excess of an amount equal
to the estimated bounty or subsidy determined to have been granted, directly
or indirectly, on the manufacture, production or export of such product in
the country of origin or exportation, including any special subsidy to the
transportation of a particular product. The term "countervailing duty" shall
be understood to mean a special duty levied for the purpose of offsetting

any bounty or subsidy bestowed, directly or indirectly, upon the manufacture,
production or exportation of any merchandise.
4. No product of any Member country imported into any other Member country
shall be subject to anti-dumping or countervailing duty by reason of the

/exemption of
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exemption of such product from duties or taxes borne by the like product

when destined for consumption in the country of origin or exportation, or

by reason of the refund of such duties or taxes.

5. No product of any Member country imported into any other Member country
shall be subject to both anti-dumping and countervailing duties to compensate

for the same situation of dumping or export subsidization.

6. No Member shall levy any anti-dumping or countervailing duty on the

importation of any product of another Member country unless it determines
that the effect of the dumping or subsidization, as the case may be, is

such as to cause or threaten material injury to an established domestic

industry, or is such as to retard materially the establishment of a domestic

Industry. The Organization may waive the requirements of this paragraph so

as to permit a Member to levy an anti-dumping duty or countervailing duty an

the importation of any product for the purpose of offsetting dumping or

subsidization which causes or threatens material injury to an industry in

another Member country exporting the product concerned to the importing

Member country.
7. A system for the stabilization of the domestic price or of the return
to domestic producers of a primary commodity, independently of the movements
of export princes, which results at times in the sale of the product for

export at a price lower than the comparable price charged for the like product

to buyers in the domestic market, shall be presumed not to result in material

injury within the meaning of paragraph 6 of this Article if it is determined
by consultation among the Members substantially interested in the product

concerned that:
(a) the system has also resulted in the sale of the product

for export at a price higher than the comparable price charged

for the like product to buyers in the domestic market, and

(b) the system is so operated, either because of the effective

regulation of production or otherwise, as not to stimulate exports

unduly or otherwise seriously prejudice the Interests of other

Members.

INTERPRETATIVE NOTES -

Paragraph 1 ...- . I ;

Hidden dIming by associated houses (that is, the sale by andimporter.
at a price belm hat corresponding to the price invoiced by an exporter

with whm the Importer is associated, and also below the price in the

exporting country) canstitutes a form of price dumping in which the margin
dumpnmay be

/of dumping may be~~~~~~~fi
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of dumping may be calculated on the basis of the price at which the goods
are resold by the importer.
Paragraph 2

As in many other cases in customs administration, a Member may require
reasonable security (bond or cash deposit) for the payment of anti-dumping
or countervailing duty pending final determination of the facts in any case

of suspected dumping or subsidization.

Paragraph 3

iltiple currency practices may in certain circumstances constitute a

subsidy to exports which can be met by countervailing duties under pragraph 3
or may constitute a form of dumping by means of a partial depreciation of a

country's currency which can be met by actien under paragraph 2 of this Articlf

_l curreny practices" is meant practices by governments or

sanctioned by governments.

Article 34
Valuation for Customs Purposes :

. Te Members shor1lwo toward the standardization, as fa' as racticable,
of definitions nin value and of procedures for determiing the value of

products suXJect to customons ties or other charges or restrictinaw-based.
upon or tegu2ated in any ringer by value. With a view to furthevrip such

co-oeratica, the Organizatioa may stusy and recommend to Members such baseJ
admmethods for determiuning vaare for customs purposes as wold appex. best
suited to the needs of commerce and most capable of gQneral adoption.
2, The Members recognize the vvlidity of the general principles of yaluation
set forth in paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 of this Article, and they undertake to give-
effect to such principles, in respect of all products subject to duties or

other charges or restrictions on importation and exportation based upon or

rpgllated in any pner by aalueMoat the earliest practicable dete., lreover,
they Rhall upon a request by vnowher Member directly effected, reyiev the

operation of w of their lawsorr regomstions relating to value f cust -
purposes in the ligma of these promciples. The Organization y request fr=
Members reports on stepsi nsken fy them in pursuance of the proviso o

this Article.
3. (a) The value for custsldpurposes of imported merchandise.,ouX

be based on the.ctual ivale of the imported merchandise on wh±h duty
is assessed or of like merchandise, and should not be based on the

value of merchandise of national origin or on arbitrary or fictitious
values.

-b.Ab?tu4ue1.
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(b) "Actual value" should be the price at which at a time and place
determined by the legislation of the country of importation and in
the ordinary course of trade, such or like merchandise is sold or

offered for sale under fully competitive conditions. To the extent
to which the price of suchor like merchandies governed by the
quantity in a particular transaction, the price to be considered
should uniformly be related to either (i) comparable quantities,
or (ii) quantities not less favourable to importers than those in
which the greater volume of the merchandise is sold in the trade
between the countries of exportation and importation. '
(c) When the actual value is not ascertainable in accordance with
sub-paragraph (b) of this paragraph, the value for customs purposes
should be based on the nearest ascertainable equivalent of such value.

4. The value for customs purposes of any imported product should not include
the amount of any internal tax applicable within the country of origin or
export, from which the imported.product has been exemptedeor has boen or will
be. relieved. by means of refund.
5. (a) sExcept a2 otherwise provided in this paragraph, wsere it i8

necessary for the purpose of paragraph 3 for a Member to convert
owno its7af currency a price expressed in the currency of another
coentry, th. conversion rate of exchange to be used shall be based
on athe-par vlues of the currencies involved as established pursuant
to the Articres of Agieement of the International Monetary Fund or

by special exchange agreements entered into pursuant to Article 24
of-this Charter.
(b) Where no such par value has been established, the conversion rate
shall reflect effectively the current value of such currency in
commercial tnransactios.
(c) The Organization, in agreement with the International Monetary
Funn, shall formulate rules governing the co version by Members of
any foroiga currency in respect of whic4 multiple rates of exchange
or maintained consistently with the Articles of Agreement of the
International Monetary Fund. Any Member may apply such rules in
respect of such fore;.~ currencies for the purposes of pazaraph 3
of this Article as an alternative to the use of par values. Until
such rules are adopted by the Organization, any.Member may employ
in respect of any such foreign c'r.ency rules of conversion f&r
thg.purposes of paragraph 3 of this Article which are desire to
reflect effeively the value of such foreign currency in commercial
transactions.

/6. Nothing in this
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6. Nothing in this Article shall be construed to require any Member to

alter the method of converting currencies for customs purposes, which is

applicable in its territory on the day of the signature of this Charter, if

such alteration would have the effect of increasing generally the amounts

of duty payable.
7. The bases and methods for determining the value of products subject
to duties or other charges or restrictions based upon or regulated in any

manner by value should be stable and should be given sufficient publicity
to enable-traders to estimate, with a reasonable degree of certainty, the

value for customs purposes.

INTERPRETATIVE NOTES

Paragraph 3 .. .*-
(i) It would be in conformity with Article 34 to presume that

"actuall value" may be represented by the invoice price

(in the case of government contracts in respect of primary

products, the conotract price), plus any nn-included charges
for rlgitimate costs which axe proper elements of "actual

value" and plus any abnormal discount or other reduction from--

the ordinary competitive price.

(ii) If on the date of signature of this Charter a Member has in

force a system whereby ad valorem duties are levied on the

basis of fixed values, the provisions of paragraph 3 of

Article -34 shall not apply:
(1) in the casp of values not subject to periodical -

revision in lregard to a particulaz product, as ong

as the value established for that product remains.

unchanged;
(2)-I. the case of values subject to periodical revision,
on condition that tce revision is based on the mean "aztual

value" established by reference to an immediately preceding
period of not more than twelve months and that such revision

may be made at any time at the request of the parties
concerned or of Members. The revision shall apply to the

import oz imports in respect of which the specific request

for revision was made, and the revised, value so established
shall remain in force pending further revision.

4v(o
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(iii)It would be in conformity with sub-paragraph 3 (b), for a
Member to construe the phrase "in the ordinary course of
trade, read in conjunction with "under fully competitive.*

occnditions", as excluding any transaconcc wherein eh0
buyer and seller are not independent of each othea snd
pri e.is not the sole consideration.

(iv) The prescribed standard of "fully mcopetitive conditions"
permits Members to exclude from consideration distriburoxs
prices which involve special discounts limited to exclusive -

agents.
(v) The wording of sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) ofarapgraph 3

permits a Member to assess duty uniformly either (1) on
the basis of a particular exporter's prices of the impoetgd
rezchandise, or (2) on the basio cf the general price level
of likm zerchandise.

PagraEaph 5
If compliance-with paragraph 5 would result in decreases:in amounts of

duty payable of products with respect th which the rates of duty bave been
bound by an internationc- agreement, the term "at the earliest practicable
date" in paragraph 2 allows the Member concerned a reasonable time to obtain

a.Justmept of tbe agreement, -

Article 35
Formalities Connected with Importation and Exportation

1, The-Members recognize that all fees and charges of whatever character
(other than import and export duties and other than taxes within thb purview
of Article 18) imposed by governmental authorities on or in connection with
importation or exportation should be limited in amount to the approximate
coat of-services rendered and should not represent an indirect protection to
dpMestic products or a taxation of imports or exports for fiscal purposes.
The Mmbers also recgaize the need for reducing the number- nd diversity
9f such.feesand.charges, for minimizing the incidence -nd complexity of"
impport and Qlport torlorm .itfor dcreasing and simplifying Imoort-
and export documentation rCquirements. - -
2. The Members shall take action in accordance with the principles and
obJotire0 of aPh_1lo his Article at the earliest Apracicable date,
Moreover, theyshall, upoa request by another Member directly affected,

review.theoperat - any of their laws and regulations in the light of
these principles. The Organization may request from Members reports Ca

steps taken by them in pursuance of the provisions of this paragraph.
/3. The provisions of
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3. The provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article shall extend to

fees, charges, formalitiesand requirements imposed by governmental
authorities in connection with importation and exportation, including those
relating to,...

(a coaruttans'riantloas, such an coasular invoices and
certifidatee;
(uan qantitative restrictions;

l(censi)licng;
(d) exchange control;
(tae) stisticalservices;
(fT documents, documentation and certification;
(g) alanysis an inspection; and

(h) qurantine, sanitation and fumigation.

khee Organziationmnay stuyo and reconean -to Members specific measures
for the simplification and standardization of customs formalities and
tehnmiques and for the eIminationt of unnecessary customs requirmzensa,
icl1diung those relating to advertising matter and samples for use onlyiIn
akicg orders for merchandise. ---
5 be Memear shall impose substantial penalties for minor breaches of
custoulateongatfris or procedural requirements, In particnolarn,l o peaty
in respecnyoef axi misslon or mistake in customs documontatica which is
easily rectifaable dnd obviously made without fraudulent intent or gross

neg3iAence shgrall beeater than necessary to serve merely as a warning,

RETIUMTAIVEJTEN0..

raaragaph 3

.ble A~ticl d 3~-oes not cover the use of multiplesrate of exchange
as such, paragrp1s- I andon3 cdemn the use of exchange taxesor feesaas
deYc for implementing multiple currency practices; if, however; a.'eebbr'
is using multiple currency exchange fees for balance of paymenret asonno ot
inconsistently with the Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary

Fund, the provisions of paragraph 2 fully safeguard Its position since that
paragraph merely reguires that the fees be eliminated at the earliest
practicable date.

Article 36
MrBs of Origin

1i TheMemiabers recognize that in adopting and implementing laws and

regulations, relating to marks of ir'gin, the difficulties and incoveniences
whics auch measures may cause ohe!- commerce and indust y.ofxp.Portgn
ntriesahould .e reduced to a minizum

2/. Fach Memebr
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2. Each Member shall accord to the products of each other Member country
treatment with regard to marking requirements no less favourable than the
treatment accorded to like products of any third country.
3. Whenever administratively practicable Members should permit required
marks or origin to be affixed at the time of importation.
4. The laws and regulations of Members relating to the marking of imported
products shall be such as to permit compliance without seriously damaging
the products, or materially reducing their value, or unreasonably increasing
their cost.

5. The Members agree to work in co-operation through the Organization
towards the early elimination of unnecessary marking requirements. The
Organization may study and recommend to Members measures directed to this
end, including the adoption of schedules of general categories of products,
in respect of which marking requirmenente operate to restrict trade to an

extent disproportionate to any proper purpose to be served, and which shall
not in any case be required to be marked to indicate their origin.
6. As a general rule no special duty or penalty should be imposed by any
Member for failure to comply with marking requirments prior to importation
unless corrective marking is unreasonably delayed or deceptive marks have
been affixed or the required marking has been intentionally emitted.
7. The Members shall co-operate with each other and through the Organization
with a view to preventing the use of trade names in such manner as to
misrepresent the true origin of a product, to the detriment of the distinctive
regional or geographical names of products of a Member country which are

protected by the legislation of such country. Each Member shall accord full
and sympathetic consideration to such requests or representations as may
be made by any other Member regarding the application of the undertaking set
forth in the preceding sentence to names of products which have been

communicated to it by the other Member. The Organization may recommend a
conference of interested Members on this subject.

Article 37
Publication and Administration of Trade Regulations

1. Laws, regulations, judicial decisions and administrative rulings of
general application made effective by any Member, pertaining to the
classification or the valuation of products for customs purposes, or to
rates of duty, taxes or other charges, or to requirements, restrictions or
prohibitions on imports or exports or on the transfer of payments therefor,
or affecting their sale, distribution, transportation, insurance,
warehousing, inspection, exhibition, processing, mixing or other use, shall

/be published
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be published promptly in such a manner as to enable governments and traders
to become acquainted with them. Agreements in force between the government
or a governmental agency of any Member country and the government or

governmental agency of any other country affecting international trade policy
shall also be published, Copies of such laws, regulations, decisions, rulings
and agreements shall be communicated promptly to the Organization. This

paragraph shall not require any Member to disclose confidential information

which would impede law enforcement, or otherwise be contrary to the public
interest or would prejudice the legitimate commercial interests of particular
enterprises, public or private.

2. No measure of general application taken by any Member affecting an

advance in a rate of duty or other charge an imports under an established

and uniform practice or imposing a new or more burdensome requirement,
restriction or prohibition on imports, or on the transfer or payments therefor,
shall be enforced before such measure has been officially made public.
3. (a) Each Member shall administer in a uniform, impartial, and

reasonable manner all its laws, regulations, decisions and rulings
of the kind prescribed in paragraph 1 of this Article. Suitable
facilities shall be afferded for traders directly affected by any
of those metters to consult with the appropriate governmental
authorities.
(b) Each Member shall maintain, or institute as soon as practicable

judicial, arbitral or administrative tribunals or procedures for the

purpose, inter alia, of the prompt review and correction of

administrative action relating to customs matters. Such tribunals

or procedures shall be independent of the agencies entrusted with

administrative enforcement and their decisions shall be implemented
by and shall govern the practice of such agencies unless an appeal

is lodged with a court or tribunal of superior jurisdiction within
the time prescribed for appeals to be lodged by importers; Provided
that the central administration of such agency may take steps to

obtain a review of the matter in other proceeding if there is good
cause to believe that the decision is inconsistent with established
principles of law or the actual facts.

(c) The provisions of sub-paragraph (b) of this paragraph shall not

require the elimination or substitution of procedures in force in a

Member country on the day of the signature of this Charter which in
fact provide for an objective impartial review of administrative
action even though such procedures are not fully or formally

/independent of
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independent of the agencies entrusted with administrative enforcement.

Any Member employing such procedures shall, upon request, furnish the

Organization with full information thereon in order that the
Organizationmay determine whether such procedures conform to the
requirements of this sub-paragraph.

Article 38
Information, Statistics and Trade Terminology

1. The Membersshall commmunicate to the Organization, or to such agency
as may be designatedfor the purpose by the Organization, as promptlyand

in as much detail as is reasonably practicable: .

(a)tatil4issica of their external trade in.goods (imports, exports
anshoreap applicablre, e-exports, transit and tsran-pmi aenantd

goods in: warehouse or in bond);
(b) statistics of governmental revenueomr-. import and export dusiee
and other taxes on goods moving in international trade and, insofar

as readils aacertaina,leJ of subsidy payments affect ng.s ch.trade.
2. So far as possible, the statistics referred to in paragra 1'of this

Article shall be related to tariff classifications asd .hall be iucn sh form
as to reveal the operation of.any restrictions on importation or exportation

which are based on or regulated in any manner by quantity or vaoe-Qr

mounts of exchange made available.
3, The Members shall plubish regularly and as promptly as possible the

statistics referr d.to ip aragraph 1 of this Article.
4. The Members ollba give careful consideration to any remmcodenaonsti
which the Oarignzaonti may make to them with a view to improng G:the
statistical information furnished under paragrap1 l of th s.Article.

5. The Members shallaekQ available to the Organization, at its request
and insofar ais zreanaazbly practicable, such other atetistalg1n iformaonia
as the 0anrgizaonti may deem necessary teo nable it tfo ulfil ifutcsntions,
provided that such information is not being furnishedo t other

inter-govemenentaorlangnizations from which the Organizatncinoa obtain the

required informati.on
6. The Organization shall act as a centre for the collecotin,x echange

and plicubation of statistical information of thke din referred to in

rpaagraph 1 of this Article. The Organization, in coallboraonti withthe
oconamic and Social Council of the United Nations, and wihlany other
organization deemed aporriipate, mayengage is qtudse-with view Wgto
izproving th m,metdhos of collecting, analyzingand nnplisubnhigeonomim c

/statistics and
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statistics and may promote the international comparability of such statistics,

Including the possible international adoption of standard tariff and commodity
classifications.
7. The Organization, in co-operation with the other organizations referred
to in paragraph 6 of this Article, may also study the question of adopting
standards, nomenclatures, terms and forms to be used in international trade
and in the official documents and statistics of Members relating thereto,
and may recommend the general acceptance by Members of such standards,

nomenclatures, terms and forms.


